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I.

Introduction

Private equity (PE) industry in the MENA region enjoyed significant growth between 2002 and 2008.
However, the collapse of global financial markets catalyzed a fundamental shift in the industry.
According to many industry experts, the pre-crisis playbook for generating private equity returns in
the region was to focus more on industry growth dynamics than the company-specific fundamentals.
This strategy of multiple arbitrage was especially popular, given that leverage was never widely
available for transactions in the region. Therefore, after the financial crisis and the corresponding
collapse of trading multiples, company-specific operational value creation (OVC) remains the major
remaining tool to generate returns.
With this context, our white paper attempts to understand how the MENA private equity model is
evolving to this new world order, particularly regarding OVC. Unfortunately, academic and industry
literature on the private equity industry in the region is limited. Furthermore, there have not been
enough exits in the region to assess the success of new strategies and business models that have been
implemented by PE funds. Therefore, we have conducted a survey and qualitative interviews with
General Partners (GPs), Limited Partners (LPs) and portfolio company management to identify the
major themes in the industry’s evolution as a reaction to the growing importance of OVC (see
Methodology in Appendix).

A. Value creation tools in private equity transactions
The academic literature and various private equity industry reports have identified three major
sources of generating superior risk-adjusted returns in a private equity transaction:
1) Leverage: Exploiting mature capital markets to reduce cost of capital and enhance equity
returns.
2) Multiple expansion: Arbitraging between entry and exit valuation multiples.
3) OVC: Developing and executing on firm specific theses around improving cash flows in
addition to implementing detailed operating plans that empower the management teams to
either realize operational synergies or enhance revenue growth.
The relative use of these tools has varied across different geographies, based on local capital markets
and sophistication of the local private equity industry. Similarly, the relative importance of these tools
in generating superior returns fluctuates across economic cycles and capital market sentiments.
Calculating the value creation contribution of each lever is challenging, given the complexity of
transactions, subjectivity of the analyses and limited data availability.
Regardless, various studies have attempted to analyze the relative importance of these drivers. For
instance, a 2009 study revealed that active management of portfolio companies was the primary
source of value creation in the bulk of a sample of successful PE investments.1 Another study analyzed
almost 500 private equity-led IPOs over a 22-year period, and found that while such investments
generally outperformed other market listings of the same period, investments held for less than a year
underperformed. The study attributes such underperformance to the limited time PE firms had to
implement strategic and operational changes in companies.2
1

Viral V. Acharya, Moritz Hahn, and Conor Kehoe, “Corporate Governance and Value Creation: Evidence from
Private Equity,” CEPR Discussion Paper No. DP7242, March 2009.
2
Jerry Cao and Josh Lerner, “The Success of Reverse Leveraged Buyouts,” Journal of Financial Economics,
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B. Trends in value creation tools in MENA
Traditionally, PE firms in the MENA region have not used large amounts of debt due to scarcity of
financing available for acquisitions, except in the presence of tangible collaterals such as property or
personal guarantees. With the collapse of the real estate and capital markets in GCC, coupled with
political turmoil in the rest of the region, the chances for value creation through multiple expansion
have also diminished. The chart below represents the general collapse of trading multiples in the
region. As a managing director of a leading fund explained, “The mentality in the region has changed.
Back in the days, you just bought a company or a stake, watched it grow without doing anything, and
realized some returns. Those days are over.”
Stock price chart for Powershares MENA Exchange-Traded funds
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Source: Capital IQ
Furthermore, the region experienced a high level of capital influx while the number of available deals
has gotten smaller. This has led to an increase in entry multiples in the private market, which makes
generating sufficient returns even more difficult. The managing director of one of the funds we
interviewed summarized the situation as follows: “GPs are sitting on a lot of dry powder, and family
offices have very deep pockets. Therefore, getting assets at attractive valuations has become
increasingly difficult. Even after the Arab spring, valuations have not come down, especially when
adjusted for risk premiums.”

Volume 91, Issue 2, February 2009, Pages 139–157
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Available dry powder, fundraising, and investments in the MENA region

Dry Powder:

Source: EMPEA Industry Statistics Q4 2011
For all these reasons, OVC is the only major source of alpha for the MENA private equity industry. A
recent research project on 5,000 PE-led investments in the region excluding GCC (referred to as MED
region3) emphasizes the impact of PE firms on operational growth: The sample witnessed a 42%
increase in annual turnover following the PE investment, with the growth rate reaching 416% for early
stage investments.4 As another example, GrowthGate conducted a value creation analysis on one of its
portfolio companies in the logistics sector in MENA. The analysis concluded that about 60% of the
value creation could be attributed to operational improvements as shown below.
Analysis of different levers of value creation for select GrowthGate’s portfolio company

Furthermore, in our interviews with 31 Private Equity funds in MENA, 18 respondents stated that OVC
has become more important. Out of the remaining 13 funds, 11 stated that OVC has always been
important. As one managing director of a leading PE fund explained, “OVC in the region has always
been important because companies are not mature enough to manage growth.”
3

The MED region as used in this study consisted of 11 countries in the South and East of the Mediterranean,
including Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Palestine and Turkey
4
“MEDFunds 2011 Survey: An overview of Private Equity in the MED region”, ANIMA Investment Network, May
2011.
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Has OVC become more important in MENA? (% of respondents)

We asked the 18 GPs, who said OVC has become more important to name all the different reasons that
contributed to this trend. Nine of them mentioned the financial crisis as a reason, six the global
economic downturn, five the Arab spring, and 12 other reasons. These reasons included LPs specifically
asking for more operational involvement and GPs having invested at high valuations during the
market peak. An investment professional we interviewed explained that “the financial crisis
contributed to increased importance of OVC because in tough economic times, the companies that are
managed well operationally do really well and steal market share.”
Reasons for increase in importance of OVC in MENA

Another interesting dichotomy was in changing attitudes towards value creation emerges when we
split the GPs by assets under management (AuM). OVC had always been a critical part of investment
theses for 58% of smaller funds (AuM < $500M) versus 21% of larger funds (AuM>$500M). The
importance of OVC has become more important for bigger funds. We hypothesize that bigger funds
were funding larger firms that had more sophisticated management. Additionally, the larger scale of
the portfolio companies may have previously provided more value creation opportunities through
multiple arbitrage as these companies were more IPO ready. In contrast, smaller funds are typically
investing in firms that require more management coaching and “hand holding”.
Additionally, 60% of funds with an industry focus said OVC has not become more important as it has
always been important. The reason might be that these funds have always been focusing on OVC due
to their industry expertise. 67% of funds without industry focus say OVC has become more important,
Operational Value Creation in Private Equity in the MENA Region
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probably because these GPs have traditionally been passive investors due to their lack of focus on
particular industries.
Increase in importance of OVC by assets under management and industry focus
(% respondents)

II.

Stakeholders’ adaptation to increased importance of OVC

A. General Partners
i.

Business model
For the purpose of our survey, we defined five different business models that funds can implement for
post-deal portfolio company management. We think it is useful to think about these business models
in three buckets, each defined by the way in which the funds are managing their portfolio companies:
Investment team only: These funds have no operating capabilities beyond their deal teams, which
are responsible for all post-deal portfolio company interactions. Internationally, Goldman Sachs PE
and Temasek Holdings have adopted this model.
External advisors and ad-hoc firm network: In addition to investment teams, these funds rely
on third party advisors (e.g., consultants) or an ad-hoc firm network of industry experts. These ad-hoc
firm experts, who typically have functional or sector specific expertise, may have an equity stake in the
fund or in portfolio companies but are not on the fund’s payroll. Warburg Pincus, Silver Lake and
Carlyle are some of the prominent international PE players who adopted this business model.
Operating partners and operations teams: These funds have invested in the creation of internal
operating capabilities at partner level or one or more levels below that. For instance, Bain Capital,
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR), Texas Pacific Group (TPG), and Blackstone have internal operating
capabilities but with varying degrees of stage, size and type of involvement.
None of these business models is necessarily better than others. Which model is appropriate for which
fund depends on several factors, including the fund’s investment philosophy, resources, culture,
organizational structure, investment strategy, number of portfolio companies, and geographic or
Operational Value Creation in Private Equity in the MENA Region
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industry focus. For example, the CEO of a fund with a passive investment approach noted, “All our
deals have to stand on their own. We should not have to interfere operationally.”
The survey points out a trend towards building internal operating capabilities, i.e., operations partners
and teams. Among the interviewed funds, the share of these business models has increased from 12%
to 33%, whereas the share of “investment team only” approach decreased from 74% to only 48%.
Change in operations business model (% of respondents)

The majority of operations teams has been put in place recently, as funds try to adapt to the increasing
importance of OVC. During the interviews, several topics emerged as potential reasons behind this
trend. First, investment teams have had a harder time responding to the need for more frequent
operational involvement. Investment teams don’t always have the required expertise in areas such as
lean manufacturing. Finally, as some funds in the region built up bigger portfolios, they could afford to
put in place in-house operational resources. However, as GPs undertake such adaptations, they need
to address potential frictions with the management of portfolio companies. One fund we interviewed
mentioned structuring the operations team as an independent subsidiary as a potential solution.
Additional challenges include ensuring seamless transition of responsibilities from the investment
team to the operations team and holding management accountable throughout the investment
lifecycle.
It is important to note that 60% of interviewed funds with operational partners or teams in place have
an industry focus. This can be explained by these GPs’ increased credibility with the management and
the fact that they can leverage its internal capabilities and economies of experience among a larger
number of portfolio companies. However, since some OVC comes from strategic decisions that are
independent of sector expertise (e.g., optimal board composition, relevant IT systems, and financial
discipline), some sector-agnostic GPs, including GrowthGate, also have dedicated an internal
operations team to oversee improvements in its portfolio companies.
Furthermore, all of the funds with operational partners or teams are significant minority or control
investors, as it is easier for these types of investors to get operationally involved. Finally, as AuM
increase, more funds have internal operations capabilities, except for sovereign wealth funds, which
tend to remain passive investors. One GP explained this phenomenon by the ability of larger funds to
sustain a higher fixed cost structure of in-house operations models due to larger management fees.
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Operations business model by assets under management

Whereas the business models are evolving to incorporate more internal operations capabilities, the
recruiting practices at many funds have not evolved. When asked about the target profile of the junior
resources at the funds, the majority of the funds said they are agnostic to the background and
experience of the candidates. A significant majority of funds that do target a certain professional
profile prefer banking background over consulting. When probed on the issue, one GP gave
interesting insights into the hiring process: “The profiles of the junior people mirror the background of
the Managing Partners”. Furthermore, many GPs explained their indifference towards background by
highlighting the talent deficit in the region and emphasizing their preference for cultural fit and raw
intellect, as opposed to a specific type of experience.
Change in focus profiles for recruiting (%respondents)

The survey also shows that in order to build internal operational capabilities, the funds specifically
look for significant operational experience at the partner level and consulting or accounting
background at the more junior levels.
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ii.

Investment approach
The ownership stake in MENA is mainly dictated by the local business culture (e.g., family owned
businesses resist the idea of giving up majority control) and laws (e.g., several countries restrict
majority foreign ownership). However, across the funds we interviewed, there is a trend towards
having bigger investment stakes, i.e., significant minority (25-50%) or control (50%+). Out of 31 funds,
15 were already significant minority or control investors. Eight out of the remaining 16 funds had
increased their target stake.
Change in target investment stake (% respondents)

This trend can be explained by the increasing importance of OVC, as six out of the eight funds that are
targeting larger ownership positions also stated that importance of OVC has increased. As a number of
funds mentioned during the interviews, it is easier to add value operationally and solve issues when
one holds a significant minority or control stake. Ironically, only three out the eight funds that
increased their target investment stake have implemented a more operationally involved business
model, i.e., operational partners or teams. Potential reasons for this rigidity might include the financial
costs of adding internal resources, GPs’ desire to keep the management teams accountable, and the
talent deficit in the region.
While target ownership stakes have definitely increased, the survey confirms that GPs also lean on
negative covenants and shareholder agreements to protect their downside risk. However, enforcing
these agreements through litigation is clearly not the preferred option. As one managing director at
GrowthGate articulated, “Negotiations and sometimes endless deliberations between differing parties
remain the most traveled path to get changes implemented at portfolio companies.” Therefore, it is
not surprising that over 90% of GPs rely more on their relationships and credibility to catalyze
operational improvements.

iii.

Tools of engagement
 Timing of involvement

Our survey revealed that the majority of GPs are proactive in engaging with their portfolio companies.
More than 50% of the funds interviewed stated that they always get operationally involved with their
portfolio companies, whereas just 13% of the funds engage operationally only during a company crisis.
Operational Value Creation in Private Equity in the MENA Region
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As AuM increase, the funds’ involvement becomes more proactive as well. However, SWFs are an
exception (these make up the bulk of the AuM>$3,000M category) since they tend to be more passive
investors. As a SWF investment professional noted, “We act more like holding companies. We have a
much longer investment horizon and don’t proactively get involved.”
Timing of involvement by assets under management (% respondents)
Timing of involvement
Always gets involved
To identify improvement potentials
When management asks
During company crisis

1-249
50%
25%
13%
13%

AuM in $ millions
250-499
500-999 1,000-2,999 >3,000
50%
29%
100%
50%
50%
57%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
17%
0%
14%
0%
33%

Total
55%
26%
6%
13%

 Frequency of interaction

There is a trend towards more frequent engagement with portfolio companies: 32% funds had
increased their frequency of interaction. One managing director explained: “The longer the tenure of
the investment, the less you should be involved since you’ve already put in the governance in place,
implemented key projects, etc. But because of the crisis and the Arab Spring, the frequency of
involvement has not come down. In fact, it has increased.” The share of funds that increased their
frequency of interaction was 60% for minority investors. We hypothesize that minority investors are
more nervous about their ability to influence outcomes, and thereby compensate by more frequent
interactions.
Change in frequency of engagement (% respondents)

Out of 10 funds that increased their frequency of interaction, eight did not modify their business
model to add operations partners or teams. It is not clear, however, whether these funds made a
strategic decision to keep their existing business model or they are just “putting out fires” in their
portfolio companies due to the recent tough economic and business environment in the region.
 Management change and expansion

The trend of increasing importance of OVC has led to significant management change and expansion:
67% of interviewed funds have indicated that they have changed or expanded the management of
Operational Value Creation in Private Equity in the MENA Region
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more than half of their portfolio companies. However, there is a clear preference for expanding versus
changing management. The expansion usually happens in the finance, marketing, and IT divisions.
It can be challenging to change senior management for several reasons, including management
holding a controlling stake in the company and the existence of personal and political relationships
preventing management change. However, when portfolio companies are facing big challenges
compromising value maximization, it is easier to change senior management, irrespective of internal
politics, personal ties, or other considerations. A senior director at GrowthGate summarized an
example for such a situation: “Where risks of value erosion loomed, we swiftly replaced a CEO and a
COO. In another instance, we introduced a Deputy CEO who was not from the founders’ circle”.

Change and/or expansion of senior management (% respondents)

Business models seem to play an important role in driving management change and expansion. In fact,
100% of funds with operational partners or teams expanded management in more than half of their
portfolio. In contrast, less than 50% of funds with “investment team only” or “external advisors”
models have changed or expanded the senior management in more than half of their portfolio.

 Level of operational engagement

When it comes to measuring the extent of GPs’ operational involvement in their portfolio companies,
a significant majority of them are mostly involved in identifying and/or overseeing operational
improvements. This pattern was illustrated by one GP who commented: “Management talent in the
region is not sophisticated. Therefore, it is relatively easy to identify operational improvements.” The
data also shows that GPs that have internal operational capabilities engage more actively in
operations, including running projects and taking interim management positions.

Operational Value Creation in Private Equity in the MENA Region
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Level/Extent of operational engagement by business model (% respondents)

The survey results also show that the level of operational engagement increases with target ownership
stake.
Level/Extent of operational engagement by target investment stake (%respondents)

As expected, there is a clear relationship between the GPs’ level of involvement and their sector
expertise. As one GP explained, “Our sector focus enables us to establish more credibility with
portfolio companies. This makes it easier to get operationally involved.”
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Involvement level with portfolio companies by industry focus (% respondents)

 Use of 100-Day Plans

The survey shows that 30% of GPs are now using pre-deal operational plans for a larger percentage of
their portfolio companies. Focusing specifically on the GPs who said that importance of OVC has
increased, we notice that 73% of them are using this tool in a larger portion of their portfolio.
Share of portfolio where 100 day plans were used (% respondents)

Interestingly, there is no significant variation in the use of 100-day plans between GPs with different
business models. Additionally, all the funds that have built internal operational capabilities either
increased or maintained the use of 100-day plans in at least 75% of their portfolio. This further
supports the thesis that GPs are getting more operationally involved with their portfolio companies.
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Use of 100-day on % of total portfolio companies across different GP business models
(%respondents)

However, many GPs highlighted the challenges of influencing change on the ground and pointed out
that no 100-day plan actually takes 100 days to implement. One of the GPs further explained the nature
of the 100-day plan as “a living document whereby plans evolve meaningfully once you actually start
managing the business.” This sentiment was echoed by several other GPs in our survey. For example,
GrowthGate does not subscribe to the notion of 100-day plan and rather promotes a Kaizen approach,
i.e., the ‘continuous improvement’ policy of Japanese corporations. That method monitors milestones
annually where each year has different priorities and objectives.

iv.

Monitoring and measurement
About 85% of GPs we surveyed currently measure and monitor key business-specific operating metrics
in addition to the standard financial metrics on all of their portfolio companies. The majority of GPs
mentioned that demanding key performance indicators is the easiest way to get management focused
on critical business issues. However, in some cases where the company is public or the GP does not
have control, the GP’s ability to demand operating metrics might be limited. In other cases, GPs
typically explain their reporting requirements to the management before the deal so there is little
disagreement on this issue post-deal. GrowthGate echoed this sentiment in our survey, “Reporting
rules are pre-conditions to all our growth equity investments.”

B. Limited Partners
The survey results indicate that two-thirds of the LPs today give more importance to the GP’s OVC
capabilities in allocating capital.
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Change in GPs’ business model vs. LPs’ attitudes towards OVC during capital allocation
(%respondents)

Our conversations with the LPs in the region also highlighted the fundamental ways they are changing
in their interactions with the GPs. This is especially true during fundraising, during where LPs are
assessing GPs; value creation capabilities through independent diligence, such as interviewing
management of existing portfolio companies. Interestingly, another reason why LPs have become
more focused on OVC is that they are looking for co-investment opportunities. Having realized the
increasing importance of operational value added as the only sustainable lever for generating alpha,
LPs are seeking long-term partners with whom they can deploy additional capital.
Even for their existing portfolios, LPs have begun to request more proof of OVC capabilities, as shown
in the chart below: half of the GPs whose LPs are demanding more proof of OVC have built or kept
internal operations capabilities. However, only 25% of GPs who were not experiencing “pressure” from
LPs built such resources.
Change in GPs’ business model vs. LPs’ demands of more OVC proof (% respondents)
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C. Business owners and managers
i.

Pre-deal
The survey demonstrates that business owners have begun to appreciate the value of operational
capabilities of private equity firms, suggesting that the industry is maturing. Around 60% of the GPs
responded that business owners incorporate the GP’s OVC capabilities in their decision to sell equity.
Price, however, remains the dominant decision making criterion, especially in the case of the sale of
majority ownership.

ii.

Post Deal
Interestingly, management’s perception of GP’s OVC capabilities is completely different post deal. GPs
face significant resistance to operational changes from management. This is largely due to the facts
that more than 75% of businesses are family-owned and that minority investments dominate the PE
industry in the region. As one GP best summarized, “Business owners have big egos. They will never
admit they need our help! In fact, they consider us as a necessary nuisance.” In order to mitigate this
resistance, GPs mainly rely on enforcing shareholder agreements and personal relationships with the
management.

Management resistance to GPs’
operational involvement

Mitigants by target investment stake

GrowthGate believes that it is normal for business owners and managers to oppose certain proposed
changes, either due to the nature of the change (e.g., revamping or remodeling the composition
scheme or management structure) or the related costs (e.g., installing ERP systems, paying for a
marketing campaign). GrowthGate has observed greater flexibility of portfolio companies to
accommodate change at times of pressure, especially during periods of rapid growth. According to a
Operational Value Creation in Private Equity in the MENA Region
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GrowthGate investment professional, “The original management team realizes it cannot cope with the
new tasks using old tools.” Furthermore, when a PE firm exhibits superior, or at least equal, knowledge
as managers/owners about particular matters, portfolio companies are more receptive to change.

III.

Conclusions

Due to continuing lack of leverage and the shrinking opportunities for multiple arbitrage, OVC has
become an even more important tool for generating returns in MENA PE industry. Our survey has
confirmed a significant increase in the importance of OVC. All stakeholders, including GPs, LPs and
business owners, have had to adapt to this change.
GPs have responded to the increased importance of OVC in several ways. Some GPs have evolved their
business model to incorporate more internal operating capabilities. Some have increased their target
ownership stake. Finally, most GPs have increased the frequency and level of their engagement.
Nevertheless, in some cases these adaptations seem more tactical than strategic in nature: for instance,
some GPs appear to have increased their operational involvement without adjusting their business
model or target profile of candidates. This rigidity could be explained by the financial costs of adding
internal resources, GPs’ desire to keep the management teams accountable, and the talent deficit in
the region.
LPs and business owners have also started to adapt. Our survey indicates that LPs are placing more
weight on OVC capabilities of GPs in their capital allocation decisions and are demanding more proof
of OVC post-fundraising. For business owners, on the other hand, valuation remains the primary
criterion in their decision to sell, rather than GP’s OVC capabilities. Similarly, management tends to
be resistant to GPs’ operational involvement post-deal.
Unfortunately, as of now, it is hard to conclude if the increased operational involvement has led to
superior private equity returns in the region. First, there are not enough exits to assess the results.
Second, it is hard to isolate the contribution of OVC to the overall returns. This remains an
interesting topic for further investigation.
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IV.

Appendix

A. Survey methodology
 Introduction

The survey focused on GPs in the MENA region. It included 16 questions and was conducted over the
phone over two months from March to April 2012, with the following objectives:






Identify how PE Funds in the MENA region have been traditionally getting involved
operationally and how this has evolved through time
Classify business models employed by funds for post-deal portfolio company engagement
Explore tools of operational engagement, including timing and frequency of involvement
Assess whether PE funds are measuring the results of their involvement and how
Determine LPs’ and business owners’ perspectives on GPs’ OVC

 Profile of respondents

We contacted 57 private equity funds active in the MENA region, out of which 33 responded. We only
included 31 of these funds in our analyses since two of the funds have not executed any deals in the
region yet.
Profile of 31 interviewed PE funds by type, investment stage, source of capital, and LP base

The distribution of funds in the survey is skewed towards growth capital funds with a committed
capital base. Our discussions confirm that this distribution is representative of the PE landscape in the
region.
The majority of regional LPs active in MENA are sovereign wealth funds and family offices, and the
majority of international LPs are development financial institutions.
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Profile by geographic
focus

Profile by total assets under
management ($ millions)

Profile by
industry focus

80% of respondents are investing in the entire MENA region or in MENA in addition to other regions;
the rest focus only on Levant, GCC, North Africa or Turkey.
In order to classify the interviewed funds by assets under management, we considered all the PE
assets, including investments outside MENA. The reason for this approach is that it is likely to be the
total AuM, and not only the AuM in MENA, that affects the strategic decisions regarding operational
involvement.
Almost 70% of respondents stated they have an industry focus, i.e., they made the strategic decision to
invest in particular industries. Healthcare, education, consumer, and energy represent industries that
were mentioned the most.
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